
Turning Up the Heat: Good Greek and Miami
HEAT Extend Partnership

Good Greek Total Relocation Systems are the official

movers of the Miami HEAT

Two South Florida Icons Bolster Bonds,

Reflecting Shared Values of Resilience,

Unity, and Excellence

MIAMI, FL, UNITED STATES, October 24,

2023 /EINPresswire.com/ -- As the

Miami HEAT prepares to ignite a

promising and electrifying season,

building on the momentum from last

season's NBA Finals run, Good Greek

Relocation Systems is also heating

things up as the Official and Exclusive

Moving and Storage Partner of the

Miami HEAT. This alliance between the

reigning Eastern Conference

Champions and the World's First and

Only Total Relocation Company

magnifies the shared devotion both

titans have towards uplifting South Florida's spirit.

For nearly 15 years, Good Greek's Founder and CEO, Spero Georgedakis, has been intricately

involved with the HEAT, relocating players, coaches, and office personnel, while bearing witness

to two championships, numerous conference titles, and countless unforgettable moments. “Our

Our bond with the Miami

HEAT isn't just

about business; it's

personal. We've cheered,

celebrated, and stood

strong together”

Spero Georgedakis, Founder

and CEO of Good Greek

Relocation Systems

bond with the Miami HEAT isn't just

about business; it's personal. We've cheered, celebrated,

and stood strong together. As we evolve our partnership,

I'm excited about the future we will shape for our South

Florida community,” said Georgedakis.

At the heart of this partnership lies a common theme: The

Miami HEAT's #HEATCulture - characterized by grit, unity,

and unwavering resolve on and off the field - finds its echo

in the Good Greek Way, which is built on pillars of Strength,

Honor, Faith, and Courage. It's this shared commitment to

excellence that resonates both on the basketball court and

in community endeavors. “Good Greek has been a great

http://www.einpresswire.com


partner with the HEAT for several

seasons," said Glen Oskin, Vice President of Corporate Partnerships for the Miami HEAT.

"Partnerships with companies based here in Florida are vital to our organization and we couldn't

be happier to extend our relationship with Good Greek."

Fans can anticipate an increased Good Greek presence at the Kaseya Center. Both entitles,

renowned for their philanthropic efforts, will look for more opportunities to collaborate. While

the Miami HEAT's Charitable Fund tirelessly supports at-risk families, Good Greek's dedication to

disaster assistance, recovery, and addressing food insecurity will continue to make waves in

South Florida's community efforts. The synergy of these initiatives is set to bring about a positive

change that goes beyond basketball.

About Good Greek Relocation Systems:

Good Greek is the World’s First and Only Total Relocation Company. Good Greek Relocation

Systems offers Realty Services, Lending Services, Insurance & Title Services, Junk & Debris

Removal, Auto Transport, and of course, Moving and Storage. For over 25 years, the Good Greek,

Spero Georgedakis, has provided game changing services in South Florida. Credited with

revolutionizing the perception of the industry, Spero and his team promise to provide the “Best

Move Ever” - putting respect for the client and customer service first. Headquartered in South

Florida with locations throughout the state, Good Greek is now the Official Movers of the

Orlando Magic, Orlando Solar Bears, Miami HEAT, Miami Marlins, Tampa Bay Rays, Tampa Bay

Buccaneers, Tampa Bay Rowdies, Inter Miami CF, University of Miami Hurricanes, Florida

International University Golden Panthers, Florida Atlantic University Owls, and The University of

Florida Gators
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